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A recent outbreak of novel coronavirus pneumonia (COVID-19) caused by SARS-CoV-2  
infection, which began in Wuhan City, China, has spread rapidly around the globe, with cases  
now confirmed in 130 countries worldwide. Although public health authorities are racing to  
contain the spread of COVID-19 around the world, the situation is still grim. About 158111  
confirmed cases and 5946 cumulative deaths (81059 confirmed cases and 3204 cumulative  
deaths from China) have been reported as of the globe March 15, 2020. Some clinical cases  
have found that some carriers of the virus may be asymptomatic, with no fever, and no, or  
only slight symptoms of infection. Without the ability to screen these asymptomatic patients  
quickly and effectively, these unsuspecting carriers have the potential to increase the risk of  
disease transmission if no early effective quarantine measures are implemented. Therefore to  
trace unknown COVID-19 sources, fast and accurate screening of potential virus carriers and  
diagnosis of asymptomatic patients is a crucial step for intervention and prevention at the  
early stage.  
It remains a highly challenging logistical exercise for medical professionals to practically  
and effectively screen suspected infectious cases from individual households. Such a   
massive undertaking is time consuming and labour intensive and is constrained by the  
availability of testing technologies at this extremely critical time. However, an alternative  
method utilizing wastewater-based epidemiology (WBE), may provide an effective approach  
to predict the potential spread of the infection by testing for infectious agents in wastewater,  
which has been approved as an effective way to trace illicit drugs, and obtain information on  
health, disease and pathogens 1.   
Faeces and urine from disease carriers in the community will contain many biomarkers that  
 
can enter the sewer system. A recent study demonstrated that live SARS-CoV-2 was isolated  
from the faeces and urine of infected people 2, which would then enter the wastewater  
treatment system. A further study has shown that SARS-CoV-2 can typically survive for up to  
several days in an appropriate environment after exiting the human body. There is potential,  
therefore, that the analysis of SARS-CoV-2 in community wastewater could trace COVID-19  
sources through sewage pipe networks and determine whether there are potential  
SARS-CoV-2 carriers in certain local areas. If SARS-CoV-2 can be monitored in the  
community at the early stage through WBE, effective intervention can be taken as early as  
possible to restrict the movements of that local population, working to minimize the pathogen  
spread and threat to public health.  
  Using a WBE approach in developing an early warning system and consequent effective  
intervention system will require a rapid analytical method for the on-site detection of viruses  
at the wastewater collection point. Currently, the most direct method for the detection of  
SARS-CoV-2 is a nucleic acid-based polymerase chain reaction(PCR) assay, which is also a  
means for confirmation of COVID-19 patients throughout China. Although PCR has high  
sensitivity and specificity, requirements for complicated sample handling in the laboratory,  
skilled personnel, and a long period of data processing and analysis (4-6 hours) are not  
conducive to real-time and effective monitoring of samples on location. Therefore, it is  
critical to develop efficient transportable and robust analytical tools to accurately and quickly  
trace low-level SARS-CoV-2 sources through WBE to confirm these suspected cases and  
screen asymptomatic infected cases without centralized laboratories.  
Paper analytical devices have emerged as powerful tools for the rapid diagnosis of  
 
pathogens and determination of infection transmission 3. The paper-based device is a small  
analytical tool with different functional areas printed with a wax printer that integrates all  
processes (extraction, enrichment, purification, elution, amplification and visual detection)  
required for nucleic acid testing into an inexpensive paper material. The whole testing process  
can be completed through simple folding of a paper-based device in different ways in  
different steps without a pump or power supply, which overcomes the limitation of PCR and  
avoids multiple processes. Paper analytical devices enable multiplexed, sensitive assays that  
rival PCR laboratory assays and provide high-quality, fast precision diagnostics for pathogens.  
For example, a recent work has demonstrated that the multiplexed determination of malaria  
from whole blood using a paper-based device in rural Uganda 4. The test could sensitively  
analyse multiplexed nucleic acid sequences of pathogens within 50 min, which gave a  
higher-quality and faster precision diagnosis for malaria than PCR.   
In addition, paper analytical devices are easy to stack, store, and transport because they  
are thin, lightweight, and of different thicknesses. Visual analysis is made simple due to the  
strong contrast with a coloured substrate. Paper-based devices can also be incinerated after  
use, reducing the risk of further contamination.   
Although wastewater is a complex matrix, paper-based devices have shown the potential  
to detect pathogens in wastewater. We have developed a fast "sample-to-answer" analysis  
method that can provide quantitative monitoring of nucleic acids and genetic information  
through the analysis of sewage 5, which was confirmed with a robust electrophoresis and  
agarose gel image assay, showing a promising reliability for wastewater analysis. Additional  
paper-based devices have also been fabricated for infectious diseases and pathogens  
 
determination as shown in Table 1.  
In summary, the paper-based device has the potential to be used as a small, portable  
device to detect SARS-CoV-2 in wastewater on site and to track virus carriers in the  
community. Such an approach could provide near real-time and continuous data and serve as  
an early warning sensing system to help local governments and agencies make effective  
interventions to isolate potential virus carriers and prevent the spread of epidemics. We  
believe that in the case of asymptomatic infections in the community or people are not sure  
whether they are infected or not, rapid and real-time community sewage detection through  
paper analytical devices can determine whether there are SARS-CoV-2 carriers in the area in  
a timely manner to enable rapid screening, quarantine and prevention. The potentially infected  
patient will also benefit from paper analytical device tracing SARS-CoV-2 sources with WBE,  
providing information for the correct and timely treatment of COVID-19.  
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Table 1. Examples of paper-based devices for infectious diseases and pathogens determination. 
 
Infectious diseases/pathogens Characteristics of paper-based devices Detection method 
Malaria Paper device combined vertical flow sample-processing steps Visual UV/ 
lateral flow device 
Rotavirus A Integrated nucleic acid test on a single paper device, including extraction, amplification, and on-site detection  Naked eye 
Zika virus Wax-printed paper devices utilizing isothermal amplification Smartphone 
Human papillomavirus  Paper device in a foldable system allowing for fully integrated operation from sample to result Lateral flow device 
HIV Paper devices fabricated with cellulose paper and flexible plastic plate  Electrochemistry 
Neisseria meningitides Versatile paper devices integrated with isothermal amplification Visual fluorescence 
Listeria monocytogenes Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP)-based paper devices Visual fluorescence 
Cochlodinium polykrikoides Paper devices based on LAMP  Visual fluorescence 
Staphylococcus aureus Self-priming paper devices Visual fluorescence 
Vibrio parahaemolyticus Self-priming paper devices Visual fluorescence 
Mycobacterium smegmatis Paper devices combined thermal lysis and isothermal amplification into a single step Visual fluorescence 
Bacillus subtilis A wax-printed cellulose paper device  Colorimetry 
Salmonella Paper devices integrated with purification, amplification, and on-site detection Colorimetry  
Escherichia coli  Foldable paper devices with the ability of long-term reagents storage  Colorimetry  
Paper devices based on isothermal amplification and on-chip detection  Visual fluorescence 
 
Paper machine integrated sample preparation and isothermal amplification with end point detection  Visual UV/camera 
 
Paper devices integrated extraction, purification, amplification and detection Smartphone/ 
naked eye  
Paper devices combined thermal lysis and isothermal amplification Visual fluorescence 
Bovine infectious reproductive 
diseases 
Multiplexed and point-of-care paper-analytical device  Visual UV/ smartphone 
Highly pathogenic strain of porcine 
reproductive and respiratory 
syndrome virus (HP-PRRSV)  
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